Learn and Improve Your Spanish

COURSES
BEGINNER, INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED LEVEL COURSES, AS WELL AS PRONUNCIATION AND WRITING

CEPETAXCO.UNAM.MX
Immerse yourself in the Mexican Culture

Enjoy in the beautiful and romantic Taxco, a colonial city which was founded during the conquest of Mexico and is considered a jewel of the viceregal period of New Spain.

Variety of Courses

Enroll in our Spanish courses. Learn to cook the best of Mexican cuisine; dance salsa and tango among other Latin rhythms; and practice your Spanish while learning History and participating in theatrical activities. Courses for heritage Spanish speakers are also available.

Guided Visits and Accommodation

Discover archeological sites and museums. Ask about our packages, as well as our group discounts.

25 years of Experience

CEPE Taxco is part of the 95 years of experience of CEPE-UNAM, located in Mexico City.

Contact us

Academic Secretary. CEPE/UNAM- Taxco
+52 (762) 622 0124 | (762) 622 3410
rsclorza@cepe.unam.mx